The game you're itching to win!

Get all your fleas to stay on Itchy's back and win the game!

You start with a handful of fleas. But dogs should have fleas – not kids!! So you try to get rid of your fleas by giving them to "ITCHY" the dog. The trouble is when he wags his tail some of them jump off! Now you've got more fleas on your hands!

**Object**
Get ALL your fleas to stay on Itchy's back and win the game.

**Materials**
- Dog
- Tail
- Fleas

**Setting Up the Game**
1. Insert tail as shown. Turn tail so it's pointing up.
2. Each player takes 4 like-colored fleas.
3. Select a player to go first. Play then passes to the left.

**Play**
1. First player places one of his fleas anywhere he chooses on "Itchy's" back. He turns the tail clockwise in a complete circle (so the tail is pointing up again for the next player's turn.) If a flea jumps off he must take it back. If not, he's on his way towards winning.
2. The next player places one of his fleas on "Itchy" and turns the tail as the first player did.
3. Each player must take ANY fleas that jump off ON HIS TURN and add it to his OWN COLLECTION of fleas even if they are of a color other than his own. He must get rid of these fleas too, one per turn in order to win the game.

**Winning**
The winner is the first lucky player who has no fleas left at the END of his turn (after he's turned "Itchy's" tail).
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WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for Children under 3 years.